Meeting GDPR requirements with a large
supplier network
Provide better oversight into supplier cyber security standards
Enforce GDPR standards more effectively
Ensure ease of accessibility for effortless system integration

About our client
Our client, a large global aerospace
manufacturing company, plays an integral
role in the timely sale and delivery of
specialty titanium products to their parent
company's customers.
Since 2003, they have been providing
logistical and technical support to clients
from different industries, ranging from
medicine to aerospace, ensuring their
orders are delivered on time.

Meeting GDPR requirements
with multiple vendors
Our client works with 29 suppliers, mostly
from the complete finance, insurance, and
HR industries.
However, working with several vendors
presented a serious challenge for the
company. They needed to ensure that
their vendors are complying with GDPR
requirements and that cybersecurity
measures meet these standards.
Unfortunately, monitoring all vendors in
real-time proved to be a difficult prospect.
Our client needed a solution that would
allow them to easily and effectively
monitor GDPR requirements within their
vendor network.

Bringing clarity to the
regulatory network

Superior oversight with
RiskXchange

To resolve their problem, the aerospace
manufacturing company turned to
RiskXchange. The vendor risk rating
solution had several features that could
help
them
improve
cybersecurity
oversight.

The new RiskXchange solution improves
oversight into security standards of thirdparty vendors, making it easier to abide by
GDPR standards.

The RiskXchange (RX) solution is the only
360-degree,
risk-rated
management
platform that uses a combination of
machine learning and AI to assess the
cybersecurity of their third-party suppliers.
Using the RX solution, the company's
cybersecurity team could easily assess
their vendor's cybersecurity standards and
determine if they were following GDPR
requirements.
Furthermore, the team was using an
automated real-time, intuitive system,
making cybersecurity monitoring easier
and more streamlined.

Our client was particularly impressed by
the platform's ability to give them
additional oversight into the security
standards of their vendors.
The team could follow suppliers, assess
current
cybersecurity
risks,
and
recommend ways to improve them, raising
overall security standards.
The RiskXchange solution proved to be
very accessible and easy to use, enabling
a smooth integration into company
operations. All employees were able to
learn the RX solution through trials and
product presentations, which made
onboarding and integration effortless.

Meeting GDPR requirements in a complex infrastructure
The ability to oversee the cybersecurity standards of vendors through an intuitive,
real-time dashboard allowed our client's team to ensure that all their vendors were
meeting GDPR requirements while also improving cybersecurity standards.
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